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Everything written below is from the point of view of our personal cosmology. It is not
intended to be true for anyone else reading it, and we are most certainly not attempting to
convince the reader of anything whatsoever. Even if we desired to do so, it is impossible;
because one person can never transfer his understanding to another! It is for you to prove
or disprove according to your ability to expand your consciousness. You are a Microcosm,
created to view the Cosmos from your own unique point of view; therefore, if you wish to
experience the indescribably joy and happiness of knowing who you are, where you came
from, and where you are going, you must develop your personal cosmology from scratch to
the level of awareness where you feel the wondrous bliss of being at One with The
Consciousness of Energy! Remember, ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ are dual aspects of the same
thing! Arguing between them is useless, because one cannot exist without the other; it is for
you to choose which side you will physically realize and which side you will leave
unfulfilled in your unconscious mind where it must eternally serve as a reference!

Man is Light when he knows that he is Light. Through My Light alone can
man know Me. To know Me is to be Me. When man knows the Light which
binds all things to Me he is then ONE with Me.
Behold in Me the One, inseparable. Two things there are not in My universe.
There is but ONE. Everything that is, is of every other thing that is. Nothing is
of itself alone. All things are indissolubly united.
This is a COSMOS of seeming; an imaged COSMOS of thinking; an ACTION
COSMOS of desiring. That which Mind desires will appear in the image of that
desire.
Desire you what you will and, behold, it stands before you. Throughout the
aeons, it has been yours without you being aware of it, even though it has
always been available to you because you only have to ask for it!
Do not just sit down, without asking, and not acting upon your request, because
your desire will not manifest itself in reality before you without being aided by
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your strong arms.
Behold, I am within all things centering them; and I am without all things
bounding and controlling them; but, I am not those things which I center and
bound in space surrounding them.
I am the center of My universe of Me. Everywhere I am is the center of all
things, and I am everywhere.
THE DIVINE ILIAD of Walter Russell
INTRODUCTION
Since the Essence of all things is boundless, It can never be perceived; that which
cannot be perceived can never be comprehended; and that which cannot be
comprehended, can never be understood. Therefore, in ancient times, It was
referred to only as: THE NAMELESS ONE! Yet, within Its boundlessness, all
things are defined by Its imagination, structurally bounded by Its Love, and
projected into the action processes of life by His creative thinking. Persistently,
He is whispering to us from eternity: “I, the Boundless Cosmic Essence (BCE)
am ONE; I am that I am! Two things there are not in My COSMOS. There is
but ONE. Everything that is, is of every other thing that is. Nothing of itself is
alone. All things are indissolubly united.” (This is the ultimate Quantum
Entanglement!)
THE ABSOLUTE LAW OF ONENESS
All things which are bounded and perceivable, and all things which are
unbounded and unperceivable, are timelessly and characteristically united as
One; and the Absolute One is systematically, and Eternally, manifesting Itself as
Infinitely Expanding Cosmic Light (Energy).
Corollary (A) - Energy cannot be destroyed.
Corollary (B) - Energy is eternally EXPANDING QUANTITATIVELY
AND QUALITATIVELY.
Corollary( C) - All things are Absolutely Entangled, as ONE, in an Eternal
Boundless Sea of CONSCIOUS Ethereal Mind-Force Energy!
This is the most obvious, and easily comprehensible of the four great cosmic laws!
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Even from the point of view of the dullest possible human mind, which is
sleeping behind the dullest senses imaginable, the Absolute Law of Oneness is
obvious because everything is dependent upon every other thing for its very
existence; therefore, ONENESS absolutely needs no proof! BCE inspires
everyone to become ONE in Consciousness with Him as follows:
“Since My Light is around all things bounding them and within all things
centering them as the essence of their Being, when each and every one of my
beloved Soulmate Pairs (Heterosexual, Homosexual, or Hermaphrodite) have
expanded their consciousness to come to know the Light of Me in them, then
they shall be Me and I them.”
This is the ultimate interpretation of Quantum Entanglement because each and
every perceivable thing in our awesomely sublime and indescribably wonderful
COSMOS has been, is, and always will be intimately Entangled by, through, and
with the glorious Light and Oneness of the Boundless and Nameless Cosmic
Essence. Quantum Mechanics is bazaar, and very difficult to understand, only to
those who are still blinded by the cloak of materialism and limited by the finite
and severely suppressed thinking of their Conscious Minds! To those whose
planes of consciousness have expanded into the glorious Light and Love of THE
BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE (BCE), it is the most wonderfully obvious,
and divinely inspired, Cosmic Theory that has ever been created by earth bound
Mankind.
Since everything created is an aspect of energy, energy is directly proportional to
frequency, and light is characterized by electromagnetic wave vibrations, the
greatest law of Spiritual Science states that: ALL IS VIBRATION! The fact that
everything created is centered by the Light of BCE was dramatically verified by
Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity. The essence of this theory is the
experimentally verified fact that the speed of light is the same for all observers,
regardless of their state of motion. This directly implies that the Light of BCE,
which centers each and every person, always expands outward from their center
with a speed equal to that of Light and uniquely specifies that person’s
individuality. This verifies that BCE is the only source of the Cosmic Light that
bounds and centers all things:
“I am the center of My COSMOS of Me. Everywhere I am is the center of all
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The Divine Iliad of Walter Russell

things, and I am everywhere.”

THE PURPOSE OF MAN
The purpose of man is to evolve and involve cyclically and joyously expand the
AWARENESS of THE BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE (BCE); beginning
at the animal plane of consciousness, and forever projecting forward into
eternity by praising, honoring, and glorifying the awesome wonders of His
creations. Since you can never truly praise and glorify that which you do not
comprehend and understand, to fulfill your divine purpose you must spiritually
uplift yourself through the agony and the ecstacy of many lifetimes of
experience. Indeed, this must be done with a deep devotion to ‘the love of pure
holistic learning’ while thinking, concentrating, and meditating deeply upon
that learning, in consultation with your spirit, for the purpose of earning the
priceless jewels of eternally expanding knowledge, profound wisdom, and deep
understanding.
These things are the prerequisites for awakening your Cosmic Awareness, and
qualifying yourself to experience the ecstatic joy of being a CO-CREATOR
WITH BCE, eternally at One with Him, and intellectually and emotionally
sharing the awesome bliss of being centered and enfolded in His boundless
Light and Love! (Henry & Erika Monteith)
ONENESS IN ACTION OF MAN AND GOD
Since, from the point of view of our Personal Cosmology, the evolution and
involution of the human spirit takes place on the vast scale of the Cosmos, which
is projectively bounded at infinity, it is a process that is far from trivial, eternal in
its implications, and which lies at the causal foundations of Divine Creation.
Truly, the physical cosmos is the action stage upon which the human spirit is
contractively and intensively evolving from Unconscious Awareness of the
Light of Pure unlimited Mind-Force Energy into the darkness of extremely
constrained Conscious-Mind Materialism, and then, from this, expansively
and extensively involving back into the glorious light of unlimited MindForce Energy while consciously experiencing the Cosmic Joy of being a coCreator with BCE and sharing the Awesome Bliss of being Eternally Aware
of His Oneness.
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By generating uncountable evolutionary incarnations for itself in the animal
domain of existence, which is characterized by the ‘survival of the fittest’ under
the domination of gross and perverted animal emotions, the human spirit involves
in consciousness and awareness by learning through the agony and the ecstacy of
life’s experiences. Indeed, for the Spirit, the deeper that sorrow carves into its
‘being’, the more Joy it can contain and the glory of Eternal Life can only be
appreciated with respect to the sublime reference that is established by its
illusionary experience with the sorrows of life coupled with the gloom and pain
associated with the illusion of death!
“All things come and go from My divided thinking. All coming things are living
things, and those which go are dead. Know thou that all creating things are
resurrected from the dead, and dead things live again through My divided
thinking. Again I say that all things are bound as One through Light.
I am forever creating My living body and destroying it in seeming death that it
may live in Me to die and live again.
The end of life in death is life’s new beginning. Both life and death are one in
Me. All things are forever living and forever dying; and while they live they die;
and also while they are in death they live.”
The Divine Iliad of Walter Russell
The Boundless Cosmic Essence(BCE) , The Eternally Unknown Projector of
Consciousness, is the source from which all things came and the sink to which all
things must return. Therefore, it is also beyond all perception and; consequently,
Nameless! Since it is One and All, It has no reference point with respect to
which It can answer Its Eternal Questions: “Who am I? “ ”What am I?”, “
From whence did I come?” and “Where shall I go?” It cannot answer “I am
That” because it is ‘That’, It cannot answer “I am This” because It is ‘This’;
Indeed, It can only Eternally say: “I am that I am!” So great is Its desire to
know Its True Boundless Nature, and to become fully AWARE of Itself, that It
timelessly created the Physical Cosmos with a circadian rhythm as a
representative of Itself which can be perceived, comprehended, and understood by
specially conditioned Microcosmic Models (Microcosms), known as Universal
Mankind, embodied in evolving Cosmic Soulmate Pairs. “So God created man in
his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he
them.” (Genesis 1:27)
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The Cosmos, which is an awesome system of interwoven universes, is the stage
upon which Gender Conditioned Pairings(GCP) of Cosmic Man evolve. In
early stages of their spiritual development, they may evolve and involve through
many lifetimes separately while constantly and relentlessly seeking for each other
(when everything is considered, this is the cause of all Cosmic Evolutionary
Action). During later, and more advanced stages, they often evolve and involve
together with the masculine and feminine aspects in separate bodies, or as two
bodies with the masculine and feminine aspects distributed between them
(homosexual relationships), and finally both aspects may choose to evolve and
involve as an hermaphrodite (both sexes balanced in the same body); indeed, the
choice is theirs. In spirit, however, GCP are eternally one; and all ‘illusionary
separations’ are for the purpose of learning through the duality of life’s
experiences and eternal devotion to the love of pure learning.
The ultimate purpose of ‘Cosmic Man’ (and all of the different KINGDOMS of
life that support Him), evolving and involving as Soulmate Pairs, is to help BCE
answer Its Eternal Questions by bringing consciousness to the unconscious actions
of the Cosmos, and awareness to that which is unaware, by dissipating the
Darkness of Ignorance, Hate, and Intolerance which are encountered during the
processes of evolution, with the Light of Knowledge, Love, and Understanding
that are created during the processes of involution.
Therefore, from the beginning of their unfoldment into consciousness, each and
every GCP are being relentlessly inspired, by the Spirit of BCE within them, to
develop their personal Cosmology that lovingly describes His wondrous Cosmos
physically, mentally, and spiritually, from their own unique points of view, while
encompassing Its entire cosmic domain of action microscopically and
macroscopically! This is why all normal human beings are greatly inspired to
climb the highest mountains, dive to the bottom of the deepest oceans, and rocket
themselves into the unknown and mysterious domains of the Cosmos; there is no
limit to the risk they may incur while fulfilling their fervent desires to do so.
“Man alone, of all my created things has begun to hear My whisperings. Since
his beginning My still voice hath whispered within him that I am he and he is
Me; but even now barbaric man on your small new world hears Me dully, and
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Figure (1)
makes idols which he treasures before Me, for he is still new. He is still but in
the ferment of his early brewing.”
The Divine Iliad of Walter Russell
In order to expand their consciousness toward becoming One with the Light and
Love of The Boundless Cosmic Essence, the evolving world views of each unique
Gender Conditioned Soulmate Pair (GCP), must have the dual structure shown in
Figure (1).
The unknowable cause that is within all things centering them and without all
things enfolding them, created the Cosmos as an infinitely diversified tangible
representation of Itself, so that by ‘inspiring’ each evolving GCP to perceive the
Cosmos from an uncountable number of points of view, It became possible to
endlessly evolve and expand the answers to Its most eternal question: “Who am
I?” The enormous diversity of living entities, which make up the body of the
Cosmos, are a direct consequence of the uncountable number of ‘points of view’
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expressed by the Spirits that have incarnated into them and are learning and
evolving through them. One of our fundamental postulates states that:
Diversity is a foundation stone of nature because only through diversity can
experience be maximized and consciousness reach its pinnacle through the
development of Cosmic Awareness.
Each diversified GCP (Heterosexual, Homosexual, or Hermaphrodite) began their
long evolutionary journey in a state of awareness that was similar to that which
BCE experienced before He created His knowable Representative, GOD, THE
PHYSICAL COSMOS! This state, which initiates the involution and evolution of
the GCP, is directly analogous to the state that you experience when you are
soundly asleep and not dreaming; such a state is, perhaps, the closest perceivable
concept to absolute oblivion.
When you begin to dream, the feeling of oblivion is dispersed and you become
conscious of the ‘action’ generated in your mind by your unconscious thoughts. In
the same way, by analogy, GOD, the Physical COSMOS, is a dream of BCE.
Each GCP is a representative aspect of Him observing His Cosmos from their
unique point of view in the same way that a few people are able to observe their
dreams. It is only by observing, experiencing, and learning all about their
wonderful Cosmos, that GCP are able to develop their unique cosmological
models which praise the glory of BCE and help It to evolve Its ability to answer
Its eternal questions.
You can never truly praise and glorify that which you do not comprehend and
understand. The purpose of all creation is to praise, honor, and glorify The
Boundless Cosmic Essence through experiencing the awesome wonders of Its
creation. It is in this manner, of each Soulmate Pair expanding their
consciousness, that the AWARENESS of BCE is enabled to extend beyond the
Holographic Genetic Boundary at Infinity of GOD, THE PHYSICAL
COSMOS!
In the final analysis, this can only be done in the process of each and every
Soulmate Pair developing their personal unique model of the Cosmos, becoming a
co-creator with BCE and, consequently, fulfilling the purpose for which they were
created.
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Each concept that we present to you is, of course, expressed in terms of our
personal cosmology and we ask that you do not accept it as a part of your
cosmology until after you have tested it with respect to the knowledge, wisdom,
and understanding that you have already accumulated from your evolutionary
experience in many previous lifetimes and your present incarnation. In other
words, subject every thing that we tell you to deep thought, contemplation, and
meditation.
Finally, in response to your profound meditations upon each concept, BCE will
inspire you to either accept or reject it, or guide you in modifying it in order to
make it compatible with your personal cosmology which will ultimately bring you
into full accord with the Cosmos and in harmony with all life. As Hermes
suggested:
Pure philosophy is spiritual striving ,Through constant contemplation, to obtain
true knowledge of Atum, the One-God. Hermes.
The very essence of spiritual evolution and involution is learning through the
sublime experiences of life under the inspiration and guidance of BCE. It follows
then, that knowledge learned from books, lectures and visual presentations, which
is not corroborated by the experiences of life and confirmed by the inspiration,
love and light of BCE, is of no value to your evolutionary progress. Your life
today, and your many lifetimes in the past, are all wonderful opportunities which
your Spirit has been given in order to continue the unfoldment of its divinity and
become a co-creator with BCE.
Therefore, live to fulfill your purpose of praising the wonders of THE
COSMOS (Who is The Representative of BCE) with all of your heart, mind,
and soul. In praising THE COSMOS we are also praising BCE and glorifying
ourselves; because, during the final analysis it follows that since we are
Microcosms of BCE, we are also Representatives of BCE.
And God said, let us make Man in our image, after our likeness: and let him
have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the
cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon
the earth. Genesis 1:26
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Man, know thyself and thou wilt know the Universe and the Gods.
Inscribed on the Temple at Delphi.
Man is the Measure of all Things.
Protagoras (490BC - 420BC)
(Pre-Socratic Greek Philosopher)
Wonders are many, but none are more wonderful than Man himself!
Aristotle(384BC - 322BC) Greek Philosopher and Polymath.
For behold, saith the Universal One, I am within all things centering them; and
I am without all things controlling them.
The Divine Iliad of Walter Russell
If those who lead you say to you, “see, the kingdom is in the sky,” then the birds
of the sky will precede you. If they say to you, “it is in the sea,” then the fish
will precede you. Rather, the kingdom is inside you, and it is outside you.
When you come to know yourselves, then you will realize that it is you who are
the sons of the living father. But if you will not know yourselves, you dwell in
poverty and it is you who are that poverty.
The Gospel of Thomas(3)
Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is
within you.
Luke 17:21
Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwells in
you?
If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God rebuke; for the temple of
God is holy, which temple ye are!
I Cor. 3:16-17
Jesus answered them: “Is it not written in your law, I said, Ye are Gods? If he
called them Gods, unto whom the word of God came, and the scriptures cannot
be broken; say ye of Him, whom the Father hath sanctified, and sent into the
world, Thou blasphemest; because I said, I am the son of God.
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John 10:34-36
I have said, Ye are Gods; and all of you are children of the Most High.
Psalm 82:6
For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God–the spirit
itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God: and if
children, then heirs; heirs of God, joint-heirs with Christ.
Romans 8:14, 16, 17
Not only do many statements in the Bible suggest that Man is a Microcosm, but
they also directly state that a major part of the Purpose of Man is to become
‘perfect’ as God is perfect!
Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on me the works that I do shall
he do also; and greater works than these shall he do; because I go unto my
Father.
John 14 : 12
I am Almighty God. Walk thou before me and be thou perfect.
Genesis 17 : 1
For I am the Lord your God, ye shall therefore sanctify yourselves, and ye shall
be holy, for I am holy.
Lev. 11 : 44
Thou shalt be perfect with the Lord thy God!
Deut. 18 : 13
Be ye therefore perfect, even as your father in heaven is perfect.
Matt. 5 : 48
HEAVEN IN THE ETERNAL NOW
Christ said: “The Kingdom of Heaven will not come by waiting for it. It will not
be a matter of saying “here it is” or “there it is”. Rather the Kingdom of God is
spread out all over the earth and men do not see it!”
The Gospel of Thomas:113
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Christ said: “Recognize what is in your sight, and that which is hidden from
you will become plain to you. For there is nothing hidden which will not
become manifest.”
The Gospel of Thomas:5
An old, and very wise Hawaiian Proverb says: “Mankind is standing on a Whale
while fishing for minnows!”
Does it come as a surprise to you when we say, from the point of view of our
Personal Cosmology, that we are all in Heaven? Indeed, we have always
been in Heaven, we are now in Heaven, and we will always be in Heaven! Ask
anyone the following question: “ Describe the most wonderful paradise that you
can imagine and in which you would like to live?” No matter how convoluted
their answer may be, it invariably condenses down to the following: “I would like
to live in a wonderful Fairyland where all of my dreams come true!” Walt
Disney, the creator of Disneyland, modified this desire somewhat when he said:
“All of our dreams can come true if we have the courage to pursue them.”
Since each and every person is a Microcosm, all of the creative powers of the
Cosmos are potentially within them; however, each person must first uniquely
unfold these powers from within themselves, by expanding their plane of
consciousness with life’s experiences and holistic education, before they will
know how to utilize the four processes of creativity to project all of their dreams
into reality with the seven rays of manifestation! For those who have
accomplished this, the Kingdom of Heaven, which was described by Christ as
being spread out all over the earth, but unseen by Man, suddenly becomes visible
to their astonished physical, mental and spiritual eyes and they know that they are
ONE with all of the Creative Powers of BCE:
For Man cannot be without me, even though he deny Me in Him. Desire
whatever you wish, and it shall be yours. All My COSMOS will give it to you in
the strength of your DESIRING and in the strength of your ACTION in
reaching out for your desire.
Heed you your desires lest they be unlawful. Measure your desires carefully
against their opposites, lest unbalanced desires breed their unbalanced kind to
arise and smite you.
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For I am Omnipotent. I give all power to him who ask; but no one may ask of
Me who is not aware of Me. See you to it that Man well knows this, and
manifest yourself that principle of power in your own works.
THE DIVINE ILIAD of Walter Russell
Presently, the planes of consciousness upon which the vast majority of the world’s
people are evolving and involving today are totally materialistic and they are far
from being aware of the existence of BCE, let alone having profound knowledge
of Him and communicating with Him at higher levels of spiritual vibration and
awareness. Consequently, they are not eligible to ask anything of BCE! In
addition, while living stressful and unhappy lives, failing to a very large degree in
having their prayers answered, and being totally ignorant of the fact that they are
Microcosms, many believe that they can only be lifted up by a Savior. Under
these conditions, the perfection which is required of Man, by God, can never be
reached!
Nevertheless, creativity is occurring on all planes of consciousness, including the
materialistic ones. In fact, every act is a creative act which is carried out with the
utilization of the four processes of creativity either unconsciously or consciously.
The first process of idealization is limited to a person’s plane of awareness;
therefore, it is impossible for him to completely idealize something on a higher
plane. Next, he must love the thing that he idealizes; however, if he cannot
thoroughly understand what he idealizes, he can never truly love it; therefore, he
cannot perform the second process. Without loving it, he cannot activate it with
life; and without life, he cannot carry out the action processes which are required
to manifest it as a reality! Therefore, to make your dream come true, you must
first expand your consciousness to the level of spiritual vibration and awareness
where it can be idealized. This is what Walt Disney meant intuitively when he
said: “If you can dream it, you can do it!” However, to do it, you must perform
the four processes of creation. This is why the Fairy Godmother in Cinderella
said: “Even miracles take a little time.”
The world is what it is today because all of the dreams of everybody living on
earth are continuously and perpetually coming true. For example, Hitler
dreamed of building an empire for a superior Aryan Race: his dream almost came
true; but the agonizing consequences of his actions sent him and millions of others
to an early death. Many people have dreamed of becoming rich with physical
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wealth and their dreams often come true; however, to do so, they have to take far
more than they give, an act which is greatly facilitated by exploiting the poor with
usury!
Advanced technology makes it possible for many people to fulfill their dreams of
experiencing the excitement of grotesque military-type violence through video
games; but, what does this do to their psyche? Does it help them expand their
planes of consciousness above materialism? Dreams of this kind indeed come
true; but, they usually contribute more to the creation of Hell on Earth than of
Heaven on earth! Related to this is the fact that the most successful movies are
often filled with extreme violence and agonizing plots. On the other hand,
Movies, Music, and video games which exhibit the true nature of Man as a loving
Microcosm, who is fulfilling his purpose of being a co-creator with God in the
Cosmos, do much to stimulate beautiful dreams which inspire the people to release
their unlimited creative power for the purpose of manifesting them in reality.
The suicide bomber dreamed of obtaining Bliss in Heaven if he blows up himself
and several others; well, his dream did come true; but, did he obtain bliss in
heaven, perhaps with 72 virgins? To perform any act, whether it be a so-called
‘good act’ or ‘evil act’, you must go through the creative process beginning with
the process of idealization! Since the people of the world are dreaming about, and
idealizing, millions of hellish things and turning them into realities with the four
processes of creation, the world, quite obviously, often appears to be a hell!
As Joseph Campbell once said: “Jesus is within us all, just as are heaven and
hell and all the Gods.”
The dreams of the people in the world, as a whole, determines the nature of the
world. The dreams of each unique individual, determines the nature of the person.
All that we are is a direct consequence of what we have thought! The
consciousness of the people will continue to expand as long as there is
imagination in the world. The dreams of those, who are at One with all things,
are wishes which are made in the profoundly emotional domains of their hearts
that are filled with Cosmic Love supported by a firm foundation of knowledge,
wisdom, and understanding. Since BCE exist in Timeless Perfection, those who
have become One with Him, also blissfully abide in that same Perfection.
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We sing with the voices of earth’s precious children whose minds and hearts are
close to God:
When you wish upon a Star,
Makes no difference who you are;
Anything your heart desires,
Will come to you.
How wonderful it is though, that in our awe inspiring Cosmos, which contains
heavenly splendors far beyond our ability to imagine, all that we have to do is
Dream in the Bliss of Cosmic Love and Oneness, and joyfully perform the
four processes of creation. Then the Gods of the Stars will descend upon the
earth and dance and sing with us in the glorious paradise that we have created,
while we praise the Eternal Glory of THE BOUNDLESS AND NAMELESS
COSMIC ESSENCE (BCE).
Once again, this discussion implies that the creation of a viable holistic system
of education for the world’s children, which is based upon the most
profound, all inclusive, spiritual and physical science and philosophy that has
been developed by mankind on earth throughout the past 12,000 years of
their history, is now imperative! When the children have an overview of the
Cosmos as a whole, realize their Microcosmic Nature, and are in full
communication with BCE, who is THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY,
nothing will be impossible for them and the glorious future of Mankind on Earth
will be absolutely assured.
ACTION CYCLE PHASES OF EVOLUTION AND INVOLUTION
When Louis de Broglie introduced physicists to the ‘action unit’ in 1921, he
initiated a fire that led to the development of Quantum Mechanics. However,
since Quantum Mechanics was formulated purely at the materialistic level of
consciousness, and verified to the limits of physical experiments, nearly all of its
Spiritual Implications have been unrecognized and; consequently, overlooked!
In our Cosmology, a concept is an idea, thing, or process which can be
consciously perceived; in addition, we explain that everything perceivable must
be gender conditioned! Now, in addition, one cycle of wave motion consist of a
positive phase (which we designate as feminine) and a negative phase (which we
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Figure (2)
designate as masculine). Therefore, it only seemed logical to us that a concept can
be precisely represented by an action unit! We illustrate this in Figure(2) where
the action unit being considered is the Concept of the Circadian Rhythm of the
Cosmos Itself.
The Being-Phase of the Cosmic action unit, during which the Cosmic Essence is
awake, is Feminine because the womb of the Feminine Ethereal Matrix of Mass
Energy (FMM) is giving birth to all things. The Non-being-Phase of the Cosmic
action unit, during which the Cosmos is asleep, is Masculine because only THE
AWARENESS of BCE is present after everything which was created is dissolved
back into the Eternal Ethereal Sea of Mind-Force Energy.
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Now corollary(A) of the third law of our Cosmology, states that ALL IS
VIBRATION; therefore, an action unit in vibration is alive! This means that
every concept must have its personal and distinct frequency which characterizes it
uniquely. After meditating deeply upon these ideas, we experienced one of our
greatest “EUREKA” moments when we suddenly realized that THE
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY OF THE COSMOS IS ITS CIRCADIAN
RHYTHM! While experiencing the joy of this moment, we could hear the angels
singing: “The characteristic frequencies, of all of the wonderful things that
God created, are infinite harmonic multiples of the Divine Fundamental
Circadian Tune!” Now let us apply this wonderful concept of the action unit to
the process of the Spiritual evolution of Mankind on earth.
It should be obvious that the body of each human being is an action unit because
it has a phase during which it experiences so called ‘death’ and a phase during
which it experiences so-called ‘life’. This is the ancient concept of the absolute
cycle of incarnation and re-incarnation (This is in complete accord with the fact
that man, the Microcosm, is a concept). However, the process of mankind’s
spiritual evolution on earth must involve the Expansion and Contraction of their
levels of Spiritual Awareness, or the rising and falling of their planes of
Consciousness.
This implies that the first phase of the 26,000 year cycle of mankind’s spiritual
evolution on earth, which we refer to as the CATERPILLAR PHASE OF
DARKNESS, is a time when the planes of consciousness of all the people are
very low and deeply materialistic. This is the phase through which the human race
has been ‘evolving’ during the past 12,000 years. Only about half of this time has
been accepted by scientists, philosophers, and religious scholars as comprising
authentic human history. Nevertheless, as history shows, it has been a time during
which Man knows not that He is a Microcosm with all of the powers of the
Cosmos potentially in him. As a result, mankind’s inhumanity to man has
dominated; the God of War has reigned; the Goddess of Love and Light has been
deeply suppressed; and misery and unhappiness have been spread throughout the
world.
Nevertheless, it is absolutely required that mankind experience the Caterpillar
Phase because it is during this time that a very firm reference point is established
in the DARKNESS with respect to which the great second phase of LIGHT, that is
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now becoming visible over the horizon of time, is going to be received with such
astonishing joy, excitement, and deeply felt expressions of delight, awe, and
wonder, that the Gods of the Stars will come down and join in the celebrations!
The second phase is the wondrous BUTTERFLY PHASE OF LIGHT during
which the Great Law of Cosmic Love, expressing itself through the divine act of
GIVING AND RE-GIVING, is applied to the maximum possible extent! The
Goddess of Love and Life majestically sits on her glorious throne while the joy
and happiness of the people extends beyond all boundaries.
In spite of mankind’s very low level of spiritual awareness during the present dark
phase, the greatest spiritual teachers have attempted to make them aware of their
cycle of spiritual evolution on earth; its purpose, effects, and consequences:
The Spiritually evolved priest of the Mystery School of Light in ancient Egypt,
were very familiar with the Cycle of Mankind’s Spiritual Evolution on Earth and
they told the Greeks about it: Plato reported that Solon, of Athens, had visited
Egypt around 590 B. C. While conversing with the priest at the temple of Neith,
in Sais, which was the capital of Egypt at that time, he was told emphatically that
the last great deluge, which destroyed civilization, had occurred around 9,600 B.C.
Which is more than 11,000 years before our time. This is remembered in the Bible
as Noah’s flood. Since Archeologists and Egyptologists refuse to believe this,
they have even gone so far as to accuse Plato and Solon of incorrectly relating
their units of measuring time to those of the Egyptians. Plato said himself that
compared to the Egyptians, the knowledge which Solon had pertaining to the very
ancient history of the world was virtually insignificant:
“O Solon, Solon, you Greeks are but children,” said one of the priests, who was
of a very great age. Upon hearing this, Solon said, “What do you mean?” The
Egyptian replied, “I mean to say, that in mind you are all young; there is no old
opinion handed down among you by ancient tradition; nor any science that is
hoary with age. And I will tell you the reason for this. There have been, and
there will be again, many destructions of mankind arising out of many causes;
and the greatest have been brought about by the agencies of fire and water; and
there have been lesser ones by innumerable other causes.”
(Gene Kieffer, The Secret Teachings: Unveiling the Luminous Sun Within.)
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In fact, the ruins of the last two great civilizations are spread all over the surface of
the earth, and under the sea; scientists and explorers are stumbling over them
continuously without realizing what they are while simultaneously ignoring their
implications! Just consider for a moment the gigantic stone structures around the
world, which archeologist cannot explain, such as the cut and dressed 1000 ton
stone blocks of Baalbek in Lebanon, the Gateway of the Sun at Tiahuanaco and
Puma Punku in South America, and the megalithic ruins in Europe. These are all
remains of the cosmically assisted evolution of the last world-wide civilizations
that dominated the earth before the beginning of the most recent Caterpillar Phase
that is now in the process of terminating.
The information which Solon brought back to Greece from Egypt, implies,
unequivocally, that the Caterpillar Phase, in which we are now living, started
around 11,000 BC. Therefore, we take this as our first data point. Next, the
Mayan Calendar, the most accurate calendar ever devised, implies that December,
2012AD, marks the time when mankind’s spiritual awareness will expand across
the neutral boundary which separates the Masculine Dark Side Caterpillar Phase
of Materialism, that has been dominated by The God of War, from the Feminine
Light Side Butterfly Phase of Spirituality which will be dominated by the Goddess
of Life and Love. Consequently, we have our second data point at 2012AD. Now
the time span from 11,000BC to 2000AD is 13,000 years for the duration of the
Caterpillar Phase. Since the Light Phase, into which mankind is entering must
also have a time span of 13,000 years, it will end at our third data point which is
15,000AD. This means that the time-action-unit of mankind’s spiritual evolution
on earth has a period of 26,000 years! This cycle is illustrated in Figure (3).
In Appendix II, of our book, Soulmate Cosmological Action, we give a thorough
discussion of how the Masculine Light of our wonderful Sun, mates with the
Feminine Biosphere of our beautiful earth to strongly influence mankind’s cycle of
spiritual evolution (The weather is a particularly important controlling mechanism:
(Climate and the Affairs of Men by Dr. Iben Browning). This implies that there
is a strong correlation between mankind’s cycle of spiritual evolution and a natural
evolutionary cycle of the Earth itself. Can you guess what that cycle is? Of
course, it is the precession of the equinoxes! It makes one revolution in
approximately 26,000 years!
This very important cycle was well known to the High Priest of the Esoteric
School of Light, that was based in Egypt for several thousand years. Swami Sri
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Figure (3)
Yukteswar, of India, wrote about it extensively in his book , The Holy Science,
and Walter Russell alluded to it in his book The Message of the Divine Iliad.
In the figure, we indicated that the date 2012AD is timeless because what happens
after it depends heavily upon the choices that the people of earth are making right
now! From our point of view, if the choice is made to rapidly educate all of the
world’s mothers and children holistically, then the transition time will not only be
greatly shortened, but also the devastating effects of re-terra-forming will be
significantly mitigated. If this choice is not made, then the earth’s natural cyclic
processes will take over, by default, and her surface will be re-terra-formed
without regard to the disastrous effects it will have on the present human
population.
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There are many parallels to mankind’s cycle of spiritual evolution in nature;
therefore, to make sure that you understand this wonderful cycle, which is highly
relevant to the expansion of mankind’s planes of spiritual consciousness, we give
you the following most intriguing example:
Let us visualize, and emphasize with, the life cycle of one of God’s lowly
creatures, a caterpillar, as it begins its caterpillar phase: It is very small, hardly
an inch long. It is crawling upon the ground - seemingly lost and knows not
where to go - except that it must get to some place else.
It turns here, and turns there. A stick in its way makes an obstacle; it turns
another direction. Again a stick is in this direction, and it turns still another
way, and again a stick impedes. This one it crawls over, and comes onto a stone
that has been made very hot by the sun.
It hurries off the stone, and climbs up a weed; then climbs down the weed, for
that led to nowhere. It crawls a little further, and a puddle of water limits its
way in that direction.
We sense its confusion and its helplessness. We see its limited activity, and
know its consciousness too is most limited.
We feel its one desire, its love, to get food!
If it does not fulfill that one overwhelming desire, given to it by God, it will not
live.
Its desire to eat is for transformation, rebirth; though of that it knows nothing.
Its limited consciousness merely knows that it must eat; that it must get
somewhere to find food, and eat.
OBSERVATION ONE: The CATERPILLAR PHASE corresponds precisely to
the Dark Phase of our Spiritual Evolution which we have been experiencing for
the past 12,000 years! During this phase, Mankind’s Level of Spiritual Awareness
is purely materialistic, dominated by primitive animal emotions, and at the lowest
possible plane of consciousness obtainable in human form! Only those who have
profoundly experienced the agony and the ecstacy of evolving through the
darkness, are inspired to passionately seek for the light through the Love of Pure
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Learning! In other words, before we can experience the “Heavenly Joy” which
comes from Expanding Our Consciousness, as Christ tried so hard to tell us to do,
we must first qualify by passing through the Dark Caterpillar Phase of Mankind’s
Cycle of Spiritual Evolution.
Now we see a cocoon, a small silky-like bag. Within it is the caterpillar, though
it does not even resemble a caterpillar anymore.
It is bound, is in darkness, reduced to liquid, deprived of what little
consciousness it had manifested. It does not resist this new condition, which
may seem to it as evil.
It accepts it, not negatively, but moves forward to this reduced state, positively
and constructively.
In this state of darkness, marvelous changes are taking place. It is being
transformed! It is being prepared for birth into a new life. (This corresponds to
Man’s present state, in his cycle of spiritual evolution, where his consciousness
is in the process of transforming from the dark phase to the light phase.)
OBSERVATION TWO: During the Caterpillar Phase, we too are in cocoons of
limitations and darkness which have been woven by our negatively programmed
Conscious Minds that we accept either (1) negatively, or (2) resist as evil, or (3)
accept positively and constructively as a period of transformation for rebirth into a
new life with greatly Expanded Spiritual Consciousnesses!
As it transforms, soon we begin to see that it is neither caterpillar nor pupa in a
cocoon any more, but is turning into a beautiful blue butterfly.
It has been transformed, reborn to a new life, as it enters the butterfly phase of
its life’s cycle!
We feel its new power as it spreads its wings, and soars high above the ground
where once it had crawled in fear and confusion. ( Now it is in paradise
because its consciousness has been greatly expanded; and, according to Christ:
Heaven is the Expansion of Consciousness!)
Now - unlimited by time and space, it sees where it had been, where it is now,
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and where it can be; here, there, anywhere.
With expanded power and expanded consciousness, - it can spread its wings,
and rise in freedom and joy above the limitations of the ground.
This story very closely parallels the cycle of mankind’s spiritual evolution on
earth. Those persons who are born on earth at very low levels of spiritual
awareness, begin their evolution in the Caterpillar Phase because they must first
experience the lost of their identity, ignorance of everything that they find around
them, and the pain of being separated from God, before they can evolve toward
being able to appreciate the awe and wonder of God’s glorious Cosmos and
experience the bliss of being at One with Him while sharing His Light and Love!
The Caterpillar Phase is an intimate part of the cycle of spiritual evolution and it
must be experienced by everyone before they can Expand their Consciousness
from the Caterpillar Phase of Materialistic Evolutionary Action to the Butterfly
Phase of Spiritual Involutionary Spiritual Action.
Without the agonizing experience of caterpillars, of the nature that we have just
described, while they are searching for the ecstacy of eating, there would also
never be any butterflies who can spread their wings and rise in freedom and joy
above the limitations of the ground! Likewise, if Man had not fallen into the
darkness of ignorance, sin, and materialism, in an environment where the survival
of the fittest is the norm, and his conscious mind is under the complete control of
gross animal emotions, he would have never had the opportunity to expand his
plane of consciousness, through the Love of Pure Learning, into the Spiritual
Light and glorious Bliss of not only being at One with THE BOUNDLESS AND
NAMELESS COSMIC ESSENCE, but also Cosmic Co-creators with Him! After
spending more than forty years of his life attempting to decode the real creation
story in Genesis, from the original Hebrew, our master teacher, Dr. Brown
Landone, joyfully proclaimed:
To realize the true concept of Oneness and Ever Present Unity of All in God
leads you to know that God is Ever-Evolving-in manifestation and that man-isforever-unfolding–and that all things and conditions are good and beneficent on
the eternal path of realization, from infinity to infinity!
To realize that man never “fell” into evil or even supposed claims of evil, one
must KNOW that so-called evil is not an OPPOSITE of good but the
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COMPLEMENT of good. (Duality)
All modern mistaken concepts in our western religious and spiritual thought are
based, directly or indirectly, upon the mistranslation of the TREE (growth) of
good and evil in the Garden of Eden (Lemuria), of man’s eating of its fruit, and
his supposed fall because of doing so. What is the truth of this? God himself is
the only ALL-Knowing authority, able to tell us the RESULT of man’s
experience in the Garden of Eden. When all was there finished, God
pronounced the result thus: “Behold, the man HAS BECOME as ONE of
US,”–Genesis 3:22. That was not a “fall”; it was a RISE TO GODHOOD!
Those priest and scholars who canonized the bible during the fourth century and
translated it into other languages later, were living and learning at very low levels
of spiritual awareness which are characteristic of the Dark Phase of Mankind’s
cycle of spiritual evolution that is now coming to an end. They were not capable
of comprehending the true meaning of the original creation story which is
recorded in the Torah. Since they were unable to perceive that the so-called evil
which they experienced in the world around them, was a direct result of their
negative dreams, desires, and imaginations becoming realities, they had to find a
‘scapegoat’ to take the blame; therefore, they came up with the ‘Garden of Eden’
story in which the serpent is the seducer. The great mythologist Joseph Campbell
responded to this as follows:
This amounts to a refusal to affirm life. In the biblical tradition we have
inherited, life is corrupt, and every natural impulse is sinful unless it has been
circumcised or baptized. The serpent was the one who brought sin into the
world. And the woman was the one who handed the apple to man. This
identification of the woman with sin, of the serpent with sin, and thus of life
with sin, is the twist that has been given to the whole story in the biblical myth
and doctrine of the Fall.
The idea in the biblical tradition of the Fall is that nature as we know it is
corrupt, sex in itself is corrupt, and the female as the epitome of sex is a
corrupter. Why was the knowledge of good and evil forbidden to Adam and
Eve? Without that knowledge, we’d all be a bunch of babies still in Eden,
without any participation in life. Woman brings life into the world. Eve is the
mother of this temporal world. Formerly you had a dream time paradise there
in the Garden of Eden–no time, no birth, no death–no life. The serpent who
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dies and is resurrected, shedding its skin and renewing its life, is the lord of the
central tree, where time and eternity come together. He is the primary God,
actually, in the Garden of Eden. Yahweh, the one who walks there in the cool of
the evening, is just a visitor. The garden is the serpent’s place. It is an old, old
story. We have Sumerian seals from as early as 3500 BC showing the serpent
and the tree and the Goddess, with the Goddess giving the fruit of life to a
visiting male. The old mythology of the Goddess is right there.
A PERFECT GOD CANNOT CREATE AN IMPERFECT COSMOS!
And after God had made Man in His own image and likeness: GOD SAW
EVERYTHING THAT HE HAD MADE, AND, BEHOLD IT WAS VERY
GOOD! (Genesis 1:31).
Only those who have expanded their Spiritual Awareness above the plane of
worldly and physical materialism can experience the great joy of realizing the
sublime truth that we are all living in the most wonderful of all paradises; the
glorious, hauntingly mysterious, and awesomely beautiful Cosmos which
eternally stands before us.
Fortunate are the children who hear the sweet and loving voice of their divine
mothers whispering precious words of wisdom into their ears: “always listen very
carefully, my child, for the still-small voice of your Spirit who is eternally
speaking in the ‘silence’ to your subconscious mind. Beneath the ‘booming’
noise of your conscious mind, who is concerned only with ‘materialism’, It is
very difficult to hear; but, if you can learn to do so, to heed Its kind advice, and
to respond to Its inspiration, It will always guide you along that glorious path
which leads to knowledge, wisdom, love, compassion, priceless understanding,
and the awesome bliss of being at One with BCE and all of His wonderful
creations.” Happy are those who have heeded wonderful advice of this kind,
which came from their loving parents and teachers, and applied it to the maximum
of their ability throughout their lifetimes. The joyful “Eureka” experiences which
are increasing continuously, as their planes of consciousness expand
exponentially, and the indescribable joy of their communications with THE
NAMELESS AND BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE, through the Cosmic
Internet of THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY, is the source of Eternal Bliss
so enormous that they cannot even begin to describe the glory of it!
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It is probable that the Law of "Giving and re-giving" is the only law with which
golden ages were created in the past, and can again be created in the future. This
law, which is a corollary of the our Law of Love, is fully supported by Jesus when
he said: “It is more blessed to “desire’ to give than to ‘desire’ to receive.” On the
other hand, the Dark Phase, which is about to terminate, has been dominated by
the dual law of "taking and re-taking" which is uniquely personified by usury.
Usury is created by the desire of those who are unproductive to take more from
the hard working productive poor than what is returned to them, and then enslave
them, by loaning back what was unjustly taken, and making them pay interest on
it.
The worship of money is the darkest of all of the materialistic shadows that are
cast over the human spirit during the Dark Phase of mankind’s spiritual cycle of
evolution and involution on earth. The bible speaks extensively against usury and
it is the only thing which made Jesus angry! However, remember that only those
who have felt the devastating impoverishment effects of ‘taking and re-taking’
will be able to fully appreciate the awesome constructive wealth producing power
of ‘giving and re-giving’ which is The Law of Love in action! This is the law
which nature uses to create all living things and the natural wealth that is required
to support them.
When the great Law of Giving and Re-giving is properly applied by man, its first
result is the release of each and every person’s divine creative powers by giving
them a profound holistic education. They then apply their creative powers, under
the inspiration of their spirits, to work toward one goal, and one goal only, and
that is to give back more to their fellow human beings than they received from
them. In this manner, wealth expands exponentially and with it the people are able
to build great Civilizations of Light during the involutionary phase of their cycle
of spiritual development.
Therefore, the nature of the environment in which the Spirits of mankind evolve
and involve, through life’s experiences, is directly determined by the fulfillment of
their deepest desires. This is why the great seers of the past have tried to inform
mankind that they are the creators of their world and all that they are is a direct
result of what they have thought! If you desire to have the joy of playing a game,
then you must create an opponent; but, your joy will be fulfilled only if you win
the game; if you lose the game you are sad! If you wish to play the game of
Learning Joyfully, then you must acknowledge ignorance as an opponent because
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the game of learning is greatly striving to lift ones plane of awareness from the
darkness of ignorance into the light of knowledge! Finally, if you wish to know
the great joy that comes from the Love of giving and re-giving, then you must
acknowledge an opponent of hate who takes and re-takes! You can never stand
forever on one side of a swinging pendulum without eventually being forced to
return to the other side! Life is an awesome experience in duality; its action can
only be stopped by the quenching of all vibration!
It is the threats to life that force it to grow strong; indeed, even so strong that it
turns the threats into advantages. Just see how bacteria adapts to every threat that
modern science can throw at them. Life is infinitely threatened and infinitely
survivable! There is no place in the Cosmos where something is not living, even
in the midst of the cores of the greatest stars! If you were to eliminate the threats,
however, all life would cease. So, do you call the threats to life ‘evil’ and label
life itself as ‘good’? I assure you that if it were possible to eliminate one, you will
also simultaneously destroy the other! It is time for mankind on earth to face THE
REAL COSMOS that stands before them and realize that everything which they
have assumed to be ‘evil’ are really rare and wonderful opportunities to overcome
the ignorance that caused them to ‘desire’ it in the first place.
Therefore, in order to fulfill the purpose of their being, each person must strive to
greatly accelerate the expansion of their consciousness by obtaining wisdom and
love from the agony and the ecstacy of their experiences in life; and finally,
through greatly increased determination toward aspiring to comprehend, and
profoundly understand, all that has been newly experienced, through the Love of
Pure Learning, and deeply meditating upon it under the guidance and inspiration
of their Spirits. There is absolutely nothing wrong in our glorious, sublimely
mysterious, and awesomely beautiful Cosmos; on the contrary, everything is
forever proceeding exactly according to the plans of THE BOUNDLESS AND
NAMELESS COSMIC ESSENCE.
This is all pure logic which is plainly and lovingly obvious to everybody whose
planes of consciousness are beyond that of materialism; however, on this plane
there are still many on earth who contest this vigorously! Therefore, we describe
an experiment which suggest that the challenges presented by the forces of socalled ‘evil’ are essential not only to the evolution and involution of Man but also
to all living things in the Cosmos:
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Dr. John B. Calhoun, government psychologist, started the experiment in 1968
when he put four males and four females into a 10ft-square mouse “heaven”.
Food was abundant. Pleasant nests were provided in ‘high-rise’ apartments.
There was no disease. The mice proliferated in this, the ultimate of welfare
states.
After a while the mice began to break up into social groups of about 12 mice
each under a dominant male. “Turfs” were jealously guarded, but the available
food kept pace with the rising population.
This was the golden age. Everybody “belonged.” But there being no cats or
distempers, all of the baby mice grew up. Pretty soon they were no longer
welcome. Mothers began driving the youngsters away and adult males lost their
traditional dominant position.
The colonies turned into matriarchies. The older female mice not only had the
“lib” ; they had the clout.
The rejected young, according to Dr. Calhoun, became “street people,” so to
speak. That is, they lived outcast, purposeless lives, even though there was never
any shortage of necessities.
They were alienated because they couldn’t find a place in the social structure.
The population peaked two and one-half years ago at 2200 and then breeding
virtually stopped.
Even when natural deaths brought the mouse population back to tolerable
levels, there was no resumption of vigor in this mouse heaven. And so, with
food, health and security still assured, the last mouse expired.
“For an animal as complex as man,” Dr. Calhoun remarked, “there is no
reason why a comparable sequence of events should not also lead to species
extinction.”
Perhaps, nobody realized the role of Joy and Sorrow in life more than did the great
poet and philosopher Kahlil Gibran. His great poem on the subject speaks loudly
and clearly for itself:
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Then said a woman, Speak to us of Joy and Sorrow. And he answered: Your joy
is your sorrow unmasked. And the selfsame well from which your laughter rises
was oftentimes filled with your tears. And how else can it be? The deeper that
sorrow carves into your being, the more joy you can contain. Is not the cup that
holds your wine the very cup that was burned in the potter’s oven? And is not
the lute that soothes your spirit, the very wood that was hollowed with knives?
When you are joyous, look deep into your heart and you shall find it is only that
which has given you sorrow that is giving you joy. When you are sorrowful look
again in your heart, and you shall see that in truth you are weeping for that
which has been your delight.
Some of you say, “Joy is greater than sorrow,” and others say, “Nay, sorrow is
greater.” But I say unto you, they are inseparable. Together they come, and
when one sits alone with you at your board, remember that the other is asleep
upon your bed.
Verily, you are suspended like scales between your sorrow and your joy. Only
when you are empty are you at standstill and balanced. When the treasurekeeper lifts you to weigh his gold and his silver, needs must your joy or your
sorrow rise or fall.
SUMMARY: HEAVEN HERE, NOW, AND ALWAYS
A God that is absolute and everywhere cannot come and go! Therefore it is
impossible for Heaven to come down to earth because God is everywhere and
Heaven, like God, has always been present on earth. You are living in an
Absolute Paradise where all of your dreams come true; but, you have not been
careful about what you have desired and the majority of the desires, which the
people have been having throughout history, have been in large part against the
laws of nature! Since they have vigorously and intensively followed the four laws
of creativity which make all things come true, they have come true, and the world
you have around you is what the people have desired, dreamed about, and wished!
All that we are is a direct result of what we have thought! "As a man thinketh, so
is he!" In his sermon on the mount, Christ gave a beautiful overview of the
manner in which the people must think and act in order to bring about Heaven on
earth. How many people, throughout history, have perfectly applied these
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teachings in their lives? In several places in the Bible it says: "Be ye therefore
perfect, as your father in heaven is perfect." How many people are living perfect
lives and having perfect thoughts and desires? They make the excuse that they are
too weak and sinful to be perfect; therefore, they cry out for a savior to save them
from the awful consequences of their own dreams and desires! Real Spiritual
People have absolutely no problem being perfect because they are co-creators
with God and are persistently and joyfully expanding their consciousness toward
becoming One with all things! You have to earn your right to experience the
indescribable joy of living in Heaven, nobody and no thing will ever be able to
give it to you for free; because, giving it to you violates the purpose for which you
were created! You can never fully appreciate anything which is given to you
without you being inspired to give something back of equal or greater value;
consequently, that which you give back must be earned!
Nobody on earth, in Heaven, or in a supposed Hell is going to rescue you from
the Hells you have created for yourselves! After you have made your Hell, it
then becomes the school in which you must learn, in order to rise above the
weaknesses in yourself which caused you to dream it into existence in the first
place, from the agonizing experiences that are reflected back upon you! You
have been created in the image of God, you have all the powers of God within
yourself; therefore, you can, and do, create all the heavens, hells, and Gods, from
within yourselves. Just as the light of the Sun shines on both the good and the evil
and gives them the energy they need to survive, so does God give the awesome
power of His Cosmos to everyone that ask it of Him and who follows the four laws
of creativity in that respect! God gave the world’s greatest conquerors and
dictators all of the power they needed to conquer the world, but their own
ignorance of Cosmic Law, and the awful reactions to their unlawful desires,
reflected back upon them, and crushed them! What you call 'evil' is but the
negative reactions to your own ignorance; the reactions then become your
teachers in the school of hard knocks; and, until you learn your lessons
properly in this school, which you designed for yourself, you will remain
enfolded in your self-created evil!
The great mythologist Joseph Campbell said: "All the heavens, all the hells, and
all the Gods, are within you!" I and my beloved soulmate say: Once we have all
realized the glorious truth that there is NO SUCH THING AS DEATH, the
illusions that have kept us bound in materialism will begin to dissipate. In the
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process of getting rid of our bodies, after they have been worn out wonderfully
serving as caterpillar-type 'tools' of learning for our Divine Spirits, like beautiful
butterflies, unfolding from their cocoons, we will spread out our opalescing wings
and rise up into the glory of a higher universe to continue the joyous expansion of
our consciousnesses toward eternity! Once the full realization of this has set in, all
other things become academic! So-called 'evil' and the dark illusion of so-called
'death', are your greatest teachers in life: LEARN FROM THEM, and like the
butterfly, you will arise!
Finally, during the canonization of the Bible, the Gospel of Thomas, the most
objective of all of the gospels, was left out of the Bible because they could not
understand and appreciate the real truth that Christ was teaching:
"Jesus said: If those who lead you say to you, 'See, the kingdom is in the sky,'
then the birds of the sky will precede you. If they say to you, 'it is in the sea',
then the fish will precede you. Rather, the Kingdom is inside you, and it is
outside you. When you come to know yourselves, then you will become known,
and you will realize that it is you who are the sons of the living Father. But if
you will not know yourselves, you dwell in poverty and it is you who are that
poverty."
His disciples said to him: "When will the Kingdom come?"
Jesus said: "It will not come by waiting for it. It will not be a matter of saying
'Here it is' or 'There it is.' Rather the Kingdom of the Father is spread out upon
the earth, but men do not see it."
Soon after the so-called death of Christ, his disciples were looking for him to
return; in 500 AD, they were looking for him to return, in 1000 AD, they were
looking for him to return, but he has never yet come because his spirit is
everywhere and cannot come and go! In 2000 AD, believers were looking for him
to return; now during this year, many are wishing for Him to return. But, he has
always been here, within everybody on earth, waiting for this to be realized by us,
and patiently waiting for us to open the door to our hearts upon which he is
forever knocking! The only difference between the Spirit of Christ, and that of
all other human beings evolving and involving on earth, is that Christ knows
that He is One with BCE; however, nearly everybody else on earth is not yet
conscious of this wonderful fact.
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It is man's ignorance of the true nature of our beautiful and awesomely sublime
Cosmos that blinds him to the Heaven that is all around him; therefore, if you wish
your eyes to be opened so that you can see the glory of it, then lift yourselves up
from the self-righteous dogma which has bound you to the severe constraints of
materialism, start learning everything you can from the agony and the ecstacy of
your life's experiences, dedicate yourselves with all of your might to the love of
pure objective learning, and then deeply concentrate, and profoundly meditate
upon all that you have learned under the inspiration and consultation of your
Divine Spirit which centers and enfolds you! As soon as your consciousness has
expanded just a little above materialism, and you begin to live your life in
harmony with the four great Cosmic Laws, under the loving guidance and
inspiration of BCE who eternally bounds you from without and centers you from
within, then your spiritual eyes will open and you will see the glorious Spiritual
Sun of Heaven beautifully shining all around you.
This is the one and only manner through which Heaven will again be seen on
earth. I and my beloved soulmate have been living in the bliss of Heaven for many
years. Several hundred thousand people on earth are also now experiencing the
glory of it with us and their numbers are beginning to increase. The realization
that heaven has always been here, is here now, and will be here eternally is
expanding all over the earth! The really important question being asked now is:
“has the cosmic spiritual consciousness of mankind, as a whole, expanded
sufficiently to enable the real meaning of this to become dramatically apparent to
every scientifically, mathematically, musically, and spiritually developed person
on earth at this time?
The awesome CONCEPT OF ENTANGLEMENT, projected by the greatest
physical theory of all time, QUANTUM MECHANICS, gives profound credence
to THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY and the awesome fact that THE
BOUNDLESS AND NAMELESS COSMIC ESSENCE is within all things
centering them and around all things bounding them and, thereby, making them
perceivable!
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